has also studied the properties of the ternary semi groups.
for all x. e T, < < 5.
Banach showed by an example that a ternary semi group does not necessarily reduce o an ordinary semi group. This has been shown by the following example.
EKAMP[E 1.2. Let T {-i,o,i} be a ternary semi ffroup under the multiplication over complex nurrber while T is not a binary semi roup under the multiplication over complex nurrber.
Los [5] showed that any ternary semi group hovaver rry be erredded in an ordinary semi group in such a way that the operation in the ternary semi group is an (ternary) extension of the (binary) operation of the containing semi group. Dudek [I], Feizullaer [2] , Kim and Roush [3] , Lyapin [6] and Sioson [7] has also studied the properties of the ternary semi groups.
We give the following definitions of ideals [7] 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The intersection of arbitrary set of quasi-ideals in a ternary semi group is either empty or a quasi-ideal of T. EIFINITION 2.5. Let X be a non-empty subset of a ternary semi group T. The quasi-ideal of T generated by X is intersection of all quasi-ideals (X)q of T containing X.
If the subset X consists of a single element X, then (X) is the cyclic quasiq ideal of T. PROPOSITION 2.6. Let X be a non-empty subset of ternary semi group T, then
PROOF. Sioson [7] shows that the intersection of a right, a left and a lateral ideal of a ternary semi group T is a quasl-ldeal. Therefore the proof easily follows by using 2.3.
is the snllest quasl-ideal of T containing X. [TrYTr] are contained in Y under the condition (2) therefore Y is an ideal of T. And hence a quasi-ideal of T which by 3.2 is a hi-ideal of T.
In the following example we showy that if both or either of the conditions (I) and (2) 
Then T is a ternary semi group under rrmtrix multiplication. We see that Y i.Q, and (2) and (3). (4) Asssume X is a right ideal of T. Then [NNNI [x[rrl[TrrlYZl [xTrYZl N [rrNT.I 5x[Trrl[TrrlTPCZl [rzl N. Ncvwe use theorem 3.9 to give an example of a ternary semi group in which a bi-ideal is not a quasi-ideal.
EXJ%MPLE 3.12. Let T be a ternary semi group such that T is not regular, X,Y,Z be respectively a minimal right, a minimal lateral and a minimal left ideal of T satisfying the condition of 3.9. Thus N [XYZ] is a bl-ldeal of T. We will show that N is not a quasi-ideal of T. 
